DAY OF VIRTUAL COMPANY VISITS
FRIDAY, 20 MAY 2022

10:00-10:30
Career Entry in Germany
A short presentation where international students will receive useful information for their career entry. Important tips and tricks that you should know before your career start in Germany are going to be presented to you.

10:45-11:45
Scanbot/ doo GmbH
German software company with offices in Bonn and San Francisco and with more than 200 business clients (among them DAX30 companies). Scanbot Software Development Kit (SDK) uses advanced algorithms and machine learning.

12:00-13:00
CARPO e.V.
Center for Applied Research in Partnership with the Orient is situated at the nexus of research, consultancy and exchange with a focus on implementing projects in close cooperation and partnership with stakeholders in the Orient.

13:15-14:15
Viaboxx GmbH
A medium-sized company specialized in providing high-quality technological solutions through agile and innovative software development. Founded in 2009 and based in Königswinter.

14:30-15:30
DHL Freight
DHL Freight belongs to the DPDHL group and is specialised in European Road Freight. Other services include customs clearance and value-added services such as warehousing and cargo insurance.

15:45-16:45
Amazon EU
All Amazon teams and businesses, from Prime delivery to AWS, are guided by four key tenets: customer rather than competitor focus, passion for invention, commitment to operational excellence, and long-term thinking.

JOIN US

in English
free of charge

All disciplines
IT, Economics, (M)BA, Business Psychology, Management, etc.
Political Science, Social Anthropology, Asian and Regional Studies
Computer Science, Information Technology
Computer Science, Information Technology, Economics
Engineering, Commerce, Business Administration or similar field
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